
 
CARE 
 

• All wool rugs will shed.  Hand knotted rugs will shed less than tufted.  Shedding of 
loose fibers is normal and will diminish with regular vacuuming. 

• Loose fibers, called “sprouts,” are common in hand made rugs.  Clip with scissors. 
• Creases in rugs should disappear in a week or two.  Try reverse rolling. 
• Rugs recently removed from their bag may have an odor.  This will dissipate in 

about a week. 
 
VACUUMING 
 
1.  Use the handheld attachment to vacuum your rug. High powered vacuums can pull 
threads out of the back of tugs and cause sprouts.  
2.  Turn the beater bar off on your vacuum, or if it can not be turned off have it on the 
highest setting. Beater bar can pull fibers from the face of the rug or they can cause the 
face of your rug to fuzz 
3.  Carefully place your vacuum on the edge of the rug. The serging on the edges of rugs 
are very sensitive. Running the vacuum over the edges can cause the serging to 
deteriorate and fibers can come loose around the edges. 
4.  Use the handheld attachment to clean fringes. 
5. Brooms and sweepers are a great, gentle way to clean your rug. Canister vacuums 
without beater bars are the most effective. 
 
CLEANING (WOOLS AND SYNTHETICS) 
 
Recommended Care and Cleaning of rugs: If you spill on a rug, clean it immediately. 
Once the stain is set in it becomes more difficult to clean. Never rub a spill as it 
forces the spill deeper into the rug. Blot with a clean white cloth.  Luxe Home 
Company recommends only the use of Woolite or other compatible Carpet Cleaner for 
the cleaning of all rugs. The cleaning process should involve applying the Woolite with a 
soft bristle brush, rinsing the water, and extracting with a vacuum or extractor. The rug 
should then be dried by air or low temperature hair dryer.  Luxe Home Company does not 
guarantee that these methods work and should be used as a guideline only.  If in doubt, 
call a reputable cleaner. 
 
Acids:Detergent/White vinegar 
Alcoholic Beverages:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid 
Ammonia or Alkali:Detergent/White vinegar 
Ball-point pen ink:Mentholated spirits or turpentine 
Beer:Detergent/White vinegar 
Bleach:Detergent/White vinegar 
Blood:Detergent/White vinegar or Starch Paste 
Burning cigarette:Brush off with a hard edge 
Butter:Cleaning fluid 
Candy:Detergent/White vinegar or scrape and vacuum 



Cellulose paint:Acetone 
Chewing Gum:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid 
Chocolate:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid 
Coffee:Glycerin 
Cosmetics:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid 
Crayon:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid or scrape and vacuum 
Egg:Detergent/White vinegar 
Excrement (human):Detergent/White vinegar (remove at once-chemicals in excrement attack 
dyestuffs) 
Excrement (pet):Call a reputable cleaner 
Fat and Oil:Tissue and iron, then cleaning fluid (Do not use iron after solvent) 
Fruit and juices:Detergent/White vinegar 
Furniture polish:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Glue:Alcohol 
Grass:Mentholated spirits 
Gravy:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid 
Grease:Cleaning fluid or scrape and vacuum 
Household cement:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Ice cream:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Ink:Water only 
Iodine:Alcohol 
Jam:Lukewarm water 
Lipstick:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Medicine:Call a reputable cleaner 
Metal polish:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Mildew:Call a reputable cleaner 
Milk:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Mud:Detergent/White vinegar 
Mustard:Detergent/White vinegar 
Nail Polish:Polish remover* 
Oils:Cleaning fluid 
Paint:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Perfume:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Permanent ink:Call a reputable cleaner 
Rust:Call a reputable cleaner 
Salad dressing:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Sauces:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid* 
Shoe polish:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid or scrape and vacuum 
Soot:Vacuum, then cleaning fluid 
Stain:Cleaning Method 
Tar:Cleaning fluid 
Tea:Detergent/White vinegar 
Urine (human):Detergent/White vinegar (remove at once-chemicals in urine attack dyestuff) 
Urine (pet):Call a reputable cleaner 
Vomit:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid 
Wax:Cleaning fluid or scrape and vacuum 
Wine:Detergent/White vinegar or cleaning fluid 
 
*If recommended procedure is not effective call a reputable cleaner. Some stains are so 
complex that someone with knowledge of textile chemistry should treat them. Don’t wait 



for annual cleaning. It may be too late to remove the stain. 
Note: Almost all spills are removed by either dry cleaning fluid (follow manufacturer’s 
instructions) or a simple solution of one teaspoon of mild detergent with one teaspoon of 
white vinegar in a quart of warm water. 
 
CLEANING: INDOOR/OUTDOOR RUGS 
 
• With a dry cotton towel or white paper towel, blot out stain as much as possible. 
• Scrape off any food or debris with a dull instrument. 
• Mix a very small amount of dish soap with a cup of cold water. 
• With clean sponge and soap mix, remove remainder of stain. 
• Allow area to dry. 
For all-over cleaning, spray with mixture of soap and water and rinse with a garden hose. 
 
CLEANING: NATURAL FIBER RUGS (JUTE/HEMP/COIR/SISAL)  
Natural fiber rugs have an inherent quality of having loose fibers and knots.���  Regularly 
vacuum the rug on a low-power setting. Vacuum the rug from��� different angles. 
• If you see any loose threads on the face, they should be trimmed with a household 

scissors. Do not pull the threads on the face to avoid unraveling or damage to the 
rug. 

Spills should be blotted with a clean, undyed cloth to absorb as much of the spill ���as 
possible. Work from the outer edges of the spill towards the center. Gently blot��� small 
amounts. Do not saturate. If applying cleaning solvents, test on a small area first. For 
stubborn stains use a professional cleaning service that specializes in wool rugs. Do not 
dry clean. String cleaning chemicals may damage or fade the rug. 
 
CLEANING: SHAG RUGS: 
• Spray extraction, with the use of wool approved products, will help in solving the��� 

cleaning issue. 
• Shedding is a normal feature in a wool product and decreases over a period��� of time. Do 

not pull the yarn out as this may result in damage to the rug. 
Canister vacuums without a beater bar are most effective in cleaning shag rugs.  
���Vacuums with beater bar and brushes, or those that are set too low may abrade the face of 
the rug. 


